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Fresh, 
Retail, & 
Ecommerce



OFFLINE STILL

China's fresh food e-commerce industry grew by 
59.7 percent in 2017 to 

$22.1 billion 

Before

Supermarkets were the only modern format 

with credible offerings in fresh fruits, 
vegetables, meat, fish, dairy, baked goods, and 

delicatessen. 

E-COMMERCE
BOOMING 
DEVELOPMENT

Now

consumers believe that discounters’ fresh 

products are as good as—and sometimes 

even superior to—those at supermarkets, 

and lower priced to boot.



There will be no pure eCommerce any 

more in the next 10 years but new retail, 

which means the online, offline and 

logistics must be combined together. ”

“

”
Jack Ma, co-founder and executive chairman of the Alibaba Group

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alibaba_Group


The Startup 

An American ingredient and-recipe meal kit service 

 Makes cooking fun and easy



Founding Insights, 
Stakeholders, 
& Target Users



“people have a passion for cooking exotic and 
unusual recipes but find the process of grocery 

shopping too tiring, time-consuming and expensive 
for an average American.  “

Founding Insights 

Blue Apron



Target Users

Stakeholders 

Cares about eating healthy 
and staying fit but also doesn't 

have much spare time.



Business Patterns
55 Pattern cards helped us to understand 
and evaluate the business model in detail



We identified ACTIVE,  HIDDEN and FUTURE patterns

The Process
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Pre-sale Service

Design Matters！

Reference:
https://www.blueapron.com/pages/pricing
https://www.blueapron.com/pages/sample-recipes
https://www.themealkitreview.com/blue-apron/?utm_source=quora

Simply choose your plan and then select your 
meals from weekly menu. Some of these 
meals can include meals that are 
child-friendly, vegetarian, ‘quick & easy’ and 
more.

A few days later, you will receive a labeled 
box that contains all the ingredients for your 
meals and very detailed step-by-step recipes 
pages.

https://www.blueapron.com/pages/pricing
https://www.blueapron.com/pages/sample-recipes
https://www.themealkitreview.com/blue-apron/?utm_source=quora
https://www.themealkitreview.com/best-meal-kits-families/?utm_source=quora


After-sale service 

Reference：
https://www.iddblog.org/?p=2784
https://medium.com/@adrianlin/redesigning-blue-apron-s-cooking-instructions-to-indicate-time-6fc002b505f5

https://www.iddblog.org/?p=2784

 Well-designed Cooking Education Process

1. Start with inspiration and clear objectives.
The finished example is perfectly plated and well lit to ensure anyone who 
sees it will think, “I want to make that!”

2. Warn students about the time and resources they’ll need to commit.
Every good recipe starts with an ingredient list and estimated cook time. 

3. Break down complex tasks into smaller, simpler tasks.
Well-designed recipes look for logical breakpoints and ensure tasks are 
grouped and ordered in the most efficient way possible. 

Design Matters！

https://www.iddblog.org/?p=2784
https://www.iddblog.org/?p=2784


Triple Path Model Analysis



People have a passion for cooking exotic and 
unusual recipes but found the process of grocery 
shopping too tiring, time-consuming and 
expensive for an average American.  

People who want to cook don’t know how 

People want to cook but don’t want to buy all 
seasonings (like a big bottle only used once)



well-designed cooking education process

“we work directly with family-run farms to 
grow specialty produce just for us”

Boxed foodHire a group of professional cooks

People have a passion for cooking exotic and 
unusual recipes but found the process of grocery 
shopping too tiring, time-consuming and 
expensive for an average American.  

People who want to cook don’t know how 

People want to cook but don’t want to buy all 
seasonings (like a big bottle only used once)



Want to have healthy food but not enough 
time to go to  the groceries and decide the 
menu.

2+3
having a food box gathering everything 
togehter in right measurement.

people have a passion for cooking exotic and 
unusual recipes but found the process of grocery 
shopping too tiring, time-consuming and 
expensive for an average American.  

people who want to cook don’t know how 

people want to cook but don’t want to buy all 
seasonings (like a big bottle only used once)

well-designed cooking education process
“we work directly with family-run farms to 
grow specialty produce just for us”

Hire a group of professional cooks



STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

1. Well-established brand and high customer 
awareness
2.Highly efficient end-to-end value chain
3.Exceptional food quality at resonable prices

1.Financial loss due to poor corporate management
2.Unclear customer target market
3.Low customer retention
4.Poor customer service
5.Too much packaging

OPPORTUNITIES SO WO

1.Enlarge customer base through product segmentation
2.Grow revenue by diversifying the product portfolio
3.Strategic partnership or alliance with a food retailer
4.Promote emotional connection to the brand by 
providing a unique experience

1. Promote customer acquisition and stabilize 
revenue by introducing a variety of meal plan 
options and made more affordable for different 
dietary restrictions.
2.Increase customers awareness and boost sales 
through partnership with a retail grocery store 
chain present in most urban areas to distribute the 
boxes in-store.

1. Strengthen  customer loyalty and boost customer 
satisfaction by positioning Blue Apron as a lifestyle 
brand and educational platform for cooking 
enthusiasts rather than just a convenient alternative 
dining option.

THREATS ST WT

1.Intense and continuously growing competition
2.Shift in consumer taste or preference
3.Looming industry shakeout

1.Minimize possible financial losses incurred in 
case of the industry shakeout or shift in customer 
dining preference by aiding in the additional 
products and services the company offers that 
have potential for margin increase.

1.Lower the price points as well as the overall 
operational costs by eliminating the concept of 
“exclusivity”in the food sourced thus lowering the 
bargaining power of suppliers.
2.Increase market share by aquiring a competitive 
meal kit company.Reference:

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1srCmj34ZuVyyFnU4zuCAxZBCLuhvEcUS

SWOT Analysis



STRENGTHS WEAKNESSES

1. Well-established brand and high customer
awareness
2.Highly efficient end-to-end value chain
3.Exceptional food quality at resonable prices

1.Financial loss due to poor corporate management
2.Unclear customer target market
3.Low customer retention
4.Poor customer service
5.Too much packaging

OPPORTUNITIES SO WO

1.Enlarge customer base through product segmentation
2.Grow revenue by diversifying the product portfolio
3.Strategic partnership or alliance with a food retailer
4.Promote emotional connection to the brand by
providing a unique experience

1. Promote customer acquisition and stabilize
revenue by introducing a variety of meal plan 
options and made more affordable for different 
dietary restrictions.
2.Increase customers awareness and boost sales
through partnership with a retail grocery store 
chain present in most urban areas to distribute the 
boxes in-store.

1. Strengthen  customer loyalty and boost customer
satisfaction by positioning Blue Apron as a lifestyle 
brand and educational platform for cooking 
enthusiasts rather than just a convenient alternative 
dining option.

THREATS ST WT

1.Intense and continuously growing competition
2.Shift in consumer taste or preference
3.Looming industry shakeout

1.Minimize possible financial losses incurred in
case of the industry shakeout or shift in customer 
dining preference by aiding in the additional
products and services the company offers that 
have potential for margin increase.

1.Lower the price points as well as the overall
operational costs by eliminating the concept of 
“exclusivity”in the food sourced thus lowering the
bargaining power of suppliers.
2.Reduce packaging

SWOT Analysis

   Strengthen  customer loyalty

             Reduce packaging

 Co-operation

Additional services



Strengthen 
Customer loyalty

Reduce Packaging Additional ServicesCo-operation

Innovation Summary



Innovation Summary

- Win-win cooperation. Cooperate with cooking school, with larger order, the price can be lower.
-

- Trash-to-cash. Redesign the delivery box to reduce packaging.

- Peer-to-peer. Build a community for the membership, so they can share the dinner with other people.
- Subscription. Make better use of customers data,create more meal plan options for the membership
- Technology development.  Create a better guider for customers but not a better paper recipe. Chat 

bot can used as a better guider

- Set some service point for renting or collecting the packaging.



Thank You :)




